
Why computer security is important? 

When it comes to computer security, most people don't think about it until there's a crisis, 

and by then, a breach of security will create serious problems. We have answers to some 

commonly asked questions about possible security problems and how you can 

discourage them from happening to you, because we all want to keep our machines and 

information secure. 

Why is it so important? 

Computer protection is essential because it protects your personal information. It's 

also vital for the general health of your computer; good computer protection helps deter 

viruses and ransomware, enabling programs to run quickly and more smoothly. 

Here are the some reasons why is computer security important: 

1. To protect personal information 

You must safeguard your confidential information to avoid cyber security risks. The 

first priority in protecting your personal and other information is IT confidentiality. By the 

way, you can keep the details safe by following these guidelines: 

 Use Antivirus software 

 Update operating system 

 Use strong password 

 Backup your computer 

 Lock your computer 

 Avoid Phishing Emails 

 

2. To protect organization properties 

Since any company has many confidential assets and records, it is important to secure 

the organization's computer data. As a result, without machine or IT protection, the 

security of an organization's assets cannot be guaranteed. 

3. To prevent from date thief 

Data fraud is the act of extracting personal information from machines, websites, or 

other devices, such as bank account numbers, credit card numbers, passwords, and 

records. The following are the most important causes for data breaches: 

 Weak and stolen credentials 

 Malicious insiders 

 Application vulnerabilities 

 Human error 



To stop data theft, make sure your system is safe by utilizing endpoint encryption, locking 

down your computer, recognizing sensitive data, and employing authentication. 

4. To prevent from viruses and malwares 

Computer protection is therefore essential to defend against computer viruses and 

malware. A computer virus, also known as malware, can infect or erase confidential data, 

destroy your hard drive, and spread from one computer to another through email and 

other methods. As a result, you must use the following guidelines to protect your computer 

from viruses and malware: 

 Keep your software up to date 

 Use free antivirus software 

 Use a strong password 

 Don’t click on link with emails 

 Back up your computer 

 Use a pop-up blocker 

 

5. Cyberattacks Affect All People 

Cyberattacks are now so frequent that according to recent estimates, a device in the 

United States is hacked every 39 seconds! Millions of civilians may be injured if an attack 

occurs. State-run institutions may be shut down, and residents may be denied facilities. 

Hackers will infiltrate government institutions on a global scale, resulting in cyberattacks. 

The National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) has sent a warning to companies and people 

around the world that Russia is attempting to hack network infrastructure equipment such 

as routers. The aim is to set the stage for potential attacks on vital infrastructure including 

power plants and electricity grids. 

6. The Fast Changes in Technology Will Cause A Boom In Cyberattacks 

And the introduction of the 5G network. “5G networks thus create a massively 

extended, multidimensional cyberattack vulnerability,” according to The Brookings 

Institute. This re-imagined essence of networks—a modern network "ecosystem of 

ecosystems"—requires a re-imagined cyber strategy.  

According to the study, with the rise of software cyber vulnerabilities, it would be 

challenging for organisations to retool how they protect the world's most valuable network 

in the twenty-first century. 

7. Damage to Businesses and Loss of Jobs 

In recent years, there has been an increase in the number of attacks and leaks 

involving well-known brands. It is costing millions of dollars in penalties in order to reclaim 

the data and pay fines. Thanks to the company's cost-cutting efforts, not only C-level 

executives but even associates could lose their jobs as a result of these expenditures. 



What are the most common computer security threats? 

Installing Sketchy Freeware 

People who don't realize the implications of downloading untested freeware 

subject their machines to a slew of risks. They could, for example, import a free desktop 

application and unintentionally install spyware or a window toolbar alongside it. 

These free programs usually have a checkbox installation that certain people can 

overlook, allowing spyware or toolbars to be installed. In certain scenarios, spyware can 

watch anything you do in your browser, and toolbars can actually bog down your whole 

setup. 

When you install untrusted freeware, you open yourself up to: 

 Trojan Horses 

 Spyware 

 Viruses 

 And much more 

My advice: Before you use freeware, make sure it's from a reputable source. This includes 

Internet browsers (Firefox, Chrome, etc. ), applications (Skype, Adobe, etc. ), and anti-

virus apps (Avast Free Antivirus, AVG AntiVirus, etc.). 

Man-In-The-Middle Attacks 

Man-in-the-middle attacks are equivalent to someone remotely and specifically 

listening to a phone call by wiretap or by picking up a different landline in the home. A 

intruder now has access to information exchanged by two individuals that should be kept 

confidential. Here is how it goes: 

 The sender sends the receiver a private email, chat, or similar message to ensure 

that only the right person sees such content. With their private key, the receiver is 

the only one that can decrypt the public key encrypted document. 

 The intruder intercepts the message and sends a bogus message to the receiver 

that looks just like the original. 

 The receiver is duped by the bogus letter and uses his or her public key to encrypt 

the attacker's message. 

 The message is returned to the sender by the receiver. 

 The return message is intercepted by the hacker. 

 With the private key, the attacker opens the message and modifies it. 

 The message is re-encrypted by the attacker using the public key given by the 

sender. 

 The initial sender is duped into believing that their letter has been returned to them. 

Phishing & Spear Phishing 



There aren't things you should do while drinking a cocktail. Phishing attacks are 

well-known for attempting to persuade you to open secret attachments or connections in 

emails. Why do people still fall for these attachments and connections, which have the 

ability to infect your computer with viruses and other malware? 

Email, SMS texts, voice calls, and a few other less popular avenues can all be used in 

phishing and spear-phishing attacks, but email attacks are the most common. In both 

cases, perpetrators pose as individuals or groups you know and/or interact with; 

additionally, phishing attacks are not customized, while spear-phishing attacks are. Spear 

phishing texts are personalized and contain sensitive information in the hopes of getting 

you to act. 

Leaving Your Computer or Device Unattended 

When you leave your laptop or phone unattended at work, at a remote location, or 

in a public area, you're foolishly allowing someone to compromise your computer security 

by using your own gadget. 

My advice: Lock your electronics when you have to leave your workstation. Allow 

password protection on your phone, laptop, and other devices, particularly if you use them 

to access sensitive information. You can conveniently allow fingerprint access on modern 

devices as well. 

Tips to make your computer secured 

1. Make sure your router has a decent firewall 

A firewall is a piece of software or hardware that lets good things in while keeping bad 

things out. When you sign up for an internet connection, most services provide a free 

router and modem. Check to see if it has a good firewall. If you are tech-savvy, you can 

even update the firmware on several routers to increase security and other features. 

2. Install Decent Anti-virus Software 

Some people suspect that some of the tech companies who create anti-virus software 

are the ones who create the viruses in the first place. The theory is that they do this to 

create hysteria in order to get more consumers to purchase their stuff. Although it's 

tempting to believe it, I don't believe it contains any reality. This essay makes some 

compelling counter-arguments to the viewpoint. Some argue that using anti-virus installed 

is a waste of time if you're patient, and that what it does is slow down the machine. 

Anti-virus security is, in reality, a must-have for nearly all. Well, they will slow down the 

machine a bit, but I believe it is a small price to pay to avoid getting infected by a virus. 

You just don't have to waste much money on it. Microsoft's Security Essentials, which will 

be used for the first time in Windows 8, is one of the best anti-virus programs for PCs. 

 

 



3. Don’t Visit Porn Sites (or any other dodgy or affected site)! 

Is it true that I wrote that? Yeah, I did it. The issue is that there are websites out there 

that are out to extort money from you. They may have been infected with a worm that 

modifies websites in order to infect your computer with a virus. Any websites exist only to 

deceive you. Things are looking up these days, but there are still lots of infected websites 

to be identified. Make sure the anti-virus program is up to date and be vigilant where you 

browse. 

4. Don’t trust public WiFi 

Be cautious if you're surfing the internet while sipping your latte at your favorite coffee 

shop. Do you know that a significant portion of your internet connection (web browsing 

and email) is transmitted over an unencrypted connection? Anyone in the coffee shop 

with sinister intent could be listening in and stealing the passwords. 

 

 


